
PLS 101 - Lecture 29

All right.  Weíre gonna have a lot of information to cover today so weíll 
see how far we go and zip right through it.  Do you remember we were talking 
about on Monday ó we were talking about the different kinds of model or stages 
of policy making that policies go through, roughly so many different kinds of 
stages.  I want to shift gears now and talk to you a little bit about models 
of policy making.  Theyíre not the same thing and I want to make sure that you 
understand the difference between the two.

When you think about the word model, whatís a model?  How would you 
describe model real quickly?  Itís a depiction of reality, right?  Is a model 
complete in this depiction of reality?  No.  Itís designed to basically 
emphasize or highlight one particular aspect or a set of aspects of that 
reality.  Same thing applies here about models of reality.  I think of this as 
models of policy making.  I think of this as essentially different frames or 
lenses by which we can look at policy being made.  And weíll use an example 
such as environmental policy and we could see how you could describe 
environmental policy from these different frames or lenses.  And by using a 
different lens, you could understand or appreciate different dynamics that 
take place with respect to how policies are being made.  So thatís the 
difference between that versus stages.  The stages are just basically a 
generic set of sequences by which the policy process takes place, but here 
weíre actually talking about different kinds of models.  So letís go ahead and 
launch on and talk a little bit about these different kinds of models here 
specifically.

The first one that traditionally comes up is this idea of the rational 
model.  And when I think of the rational model, the best way I can describe it 
is a scientific method.  Do you remember when you had the scientific method in 
biology or something in high school?  You went through this process or 
sequence of trying to find out answers.  In a lot of ways this whole idea of 
scientific method really does kind of correspond to the whole process of model 
policy making according to the rational model.

So basically hereís how it works.  Whatís all involved here is that you 
are engaging in a process, a systematic gathering of evidence.  What youíre 
gonna be doing basically is youíre going to try to gather all the information 
that you can to find out all about that problem, what are the root causes of 
the problem.  And like the policy formulation stage, youíre gonna try to 
develop alternative solutions.  So again, if we look at environmental policy, 
what youíre gonna do is say ó okay.  First of all, what are the root causes of 
a pollution and how are we gonna go about in dealing with those kinds of 
things?  Letís research ó if you decide to limit it to air pollution or water 
pollution or land pollution, whatever you want to do.  But you had to make 
some decisions about that and then research what are the root causes of air 
pollution or the root causes of water pollution.

And youíre gonna do some other kinds of things, too.  Youíre gonna 
basically try to engage in systematic, scientific analysis of data, maybe 
conduct studies to find out what are the short-term and long-term effects of 
pollution in our environment, how does it impact the habitat, how does it 
impact human beings, and try to get as much information as possible.  Because 
itís that scientific information that will hopefully provide some insights in 
terms of what should be the appropriate action.   

And so once you find out, for example, what the problem is, youíre gonna 
be dealing with the problem and youíre going to try to get all the information 



you can systematically.  Hopefully that will allow you to say, ìOkay.  Hereís 
the problem.  Weíve learned a lot about this problem and hereís some 
alternative solutions that are out there to deal with this problem.î  And so 
like that policy formulation stage ó donít get ëem too confused here ó but 
what you will do with the scientific method is consider alternative solutions.  
And you will look at the cost and the benefits of the different solutions.

So, for example, if you think that mercury in our environment is a 
terrible kind of problem ó you know, you hear about, for example, mercury 
being in immunizations and some people considering the possibility that maybe 
thereís a leakage between mercury and autism, and thatís just one of the 
health threats potentially of mercury.  You need to think about that.  Mercury 
is in fish and lakes and so forth.  How do you deal with that?  You know, 
whatís some different types of proposals?  And there might be some 
environmental regulations youíre going to consider and each of these 
regulations have winners and losers.  They have their costs and their 
benefits.  The benefit to the environment may also lead to significant loss of 
jobs because you put some very severe kinds of regulations on businesses who 
happen to have as one of their byproducts of manufacturing mercury pollution.  
Youíve gotta think about all the different kinds of costs and benefits of 
these regulations.

Thatís exactly what this rational model tries to do.  This is where youíre 
trying to find out systematically, you know, what are gonna be the most 
feasible kinds of alternatives and which ones provide potentially the most 
bang for the buck in terms of solving the problem.  Now, thereís obviously ó 
even though youíre taking it from a scientific perspective, thereís obviously 
gonna be a lot of uncertainty about this as well.  You donít know, for 
example, what are the long-term health effects on cancer rates if you, for 
example, are considering relaxing certain types of current air pollution 
requirements and what impact that might be on long-term health 20 years from 
now.  So thereís a lot of uncertainty involved with it.

But nonetheless, itís a good way to approach solving problems.  Thatís 
what public policy in a lot of ways is all about, is dealing with problems in 
our society.  So letís find out whatís the best way to solve these kinds of 
problems.  Letís get the evidence and letís do it scientifically so we can 
find out the most optimal solution, the most cost effective solution.  Thatís 
all part of the rational model.  Thatís sort of the rational lens.

Now, there are some critiques to that.  Even though this is a good way to 
look at this?  Sometimes, though, itís not very suitable to the actual nature 
of governmental decision making.  You may have analysts that work in 
bureaucracy that analyze these kinds of problems, but ultimately the solutions 
may or may not take those scientific considerations ó factor those into their 
decisions.  Oftentimes because the nature of politics and interest groups, and 
so forth, the rational model does not often lead to ó it may presume a 
different set of alternatives.  And so some people have criticized this 
rational model because they say it doesnít really go hand in hand with the 
political nature ó or the nature of our political system.  And so thatís one 
of the problems that some people have.

Another critique of this model is that sometimes itís really hard to 
agree, first of all, what the problem actually is.  Is the problem crime?  
Well, what kind of crime might it be?  Going back to the pollution example, is 
the real problem air pollution, water pollution, is it trash?  Whatís really 
the thing that we have to focus on?  And, of course, the other thing I kind of 
alluded to is itís often hard to agree not only on what the problem is, but 



also how do you go about solving that problem.  Thereís a lot of uncertainty 
regarding the best ways to solve this.

If we agree, for example, that the real problem is air pollution, whatís 
the best way to solve it?  Is it by reducing auto emissions as we talked about 
on Monday or is it by curtailing industrial emissions instead?  Maybe what we 
need to really worry about are CFCs, the floral carbons that you find in 
certain refrigerants and propellants that are being used all around the world.  
We put some curbs in the U.S., but theyíre being used all around the world 
now.  And what does that do to the ozone layer?  What does the depletion of 
the ozone layer do to long-term cancer rates, skin cancer rates in particular?  
So in many cases, however, there are just simply limits to what we know.  We 
may not know what the long-term impact is of some of our proposed solutions.

So thatís one type of model that we can use or apply or frame.  I will 
tell you that when youíre looking at public policies, particularly those of a 
scientific and technical nature, a lot of that type of research and scientific 
method analysis does go into it.  So it is an appropriate model to use.  The 
question is, like all models they have limitations as well as their benefits.  
So when I think of this ó again, I think itís the scientific method.  I think 
of the techni-craft, working in bureaucracy whoís involved in coming up with 
some information and insights into these problems.  Itís very important work, 
obviously.

In addition to the rational model, let me give you an alternative model 
here.  In a lot of ways this model is probably much more consistent with the 
way our political system actually operates.  The next one Iím gonna give you 
really will go hand in hand because thereís an incremental model and then 
thereís a pluralist model.  Iíll tell you right up front, the incremental 
model talks about sort of the steps by which we make policies.  The pluralist 
model talks about the people involved in the process.  But letís talk about 
the incremental model and hopefully that will make some sense to you here.

The idea is this.  Policies are so complex, problems are so complex, that 
thereís ó again, thereís so much uncertainty.  We cannot find the answer 
through scientific means.  We can get maybe some of the answers or some 
insight through scientific analysis, but oftentimes the best thing we can do 
is simply take one small step at a time.  This is called sort of incremental.  
Weíre gonna make changes to our policies by exploring alternatives that are 
very, very small or very, very minimal in nature.

So unlike the rational model ó just to give you an example ó weíre not 
gonna focus on all the different possible alternatives, all the different 
solutions, all the different costs, all the different benefits, and try to 
estimate those kinds of things.  But what weíre gonna do is weíre gonna only 
focus on one or two solutions at a time at best.  And once we do, we decide on 
that particular course of action, weíre gonna continue that course of action 
until evidence tells us otherwise.  In a lot of ways weíre taking small steps 
in this mist of uncertainty in terms of how weíre making policy.

So basically what it says here is policymaking essentially made one step 
at a time, not by major leaps and bounds.  And along the same lines, one of 
the disadvantages of this is that once we decide to take a sequence of actions 
this way, what this basically means is that some alternative policies might 
not be considered.  They are off the table.  Weíre gonna make simply 
adjustments at the margin.

Now as I mentioned here, I think this type of model is very consistent 
with the way our democratic system works.  Let me give you ó if you think 
about, for example, in Chapter 14 on the discussion of budgeting, it talks 



about budgeting as being an incremental process.  Well, think about this.  Tie 
this together here.  Budgets reflect policies, right?  We have decided to 
commit so much money for a certain program to do something, right?  Budgets 
reflect policies.  If we basically increase funding for a particular program 
or agency, thatís the suggestion about how we feel about that policy.  Well, 
what do we know about the budgetary process?  Each agencyís budget from one 
year to the next is often not radically different from the prior year.  So if 
you think about the budgetary process, itís very incremental in nature.  So 
next yearís agencyís budget or bureaucracyís budget will be very, very similar 
by and large to the year before.  There will be some changes, to be sure.  By 
and large, though, that describes the incremental process.

If budgeting is incremental, the budgeting reflects policy agreements, 
then policymaking is also incremental.  When we think about the fact that when 
weíve got a lot of voices that are out there that are making various demands 
upon government.  Iím moving a little bit too quickly ahead of myself.  But 
ultimately, you remember that pluralist model of government we talked about 
before where government is a broker of competing interests and we tried to 
accommodate many different preferences?  Well, in the process of accommodating 
all those preferences, youíre not gonna be doing radical shifts over time.  
Youíre gonna basically be taking one step at a time instead.  So thatís again 
the reason why the incremental model does a good job of describing how this 
process works.

Now whatís the biggest shortcoming here?  Well, the good thing, of course, 
is past steps taken will give insight in the future courses of action.  But 
the biggest shortcoming here is that some potentially good policies may get 
neglected because theyíre off the table.  Iíll give you an example.  Back in 
the ó I think the late ë70s or so, the government was concerned about drugs.  
I mean, it still is, obviously, particularly in terms of marijuana.  And they 
were thinking, ìWhy donít we focus not on curbing the demand for marijuana but 
letís instead focus on the source of marijuana.î  So weíre gonna stop drugs at 
the source so thereís a real big policy initiative to really focus on cutting 
off the supply of drugs coming in.  

They found over time that you have to work on both sides, the demand and 
the supply.  But in this case they really started focusing on supply by going 
into the fields of Bolivia and Colombia and other South American countries, 
and Mexico as well, and spraying their fields with a herbicide called 
Periquat.  The idea is that it would kill the marijuana before they could 
harvest it before it would come in.  Now, did that stop the drug problem back 
in the 1970s?  What did it do instead?  It caused cancer ó causes lung cancer, 
right?  Didnít think about the potential environmental hazard there.  But also 
what did it do to the price of marijuana?  Jacks it up because of less demand.  
I mean, less supply but same demand.  But that would be an example perhaps 
according to the incremental model.  You know, you might say weíre not even 
gonna focus on these alternative policies that might be necessary.  Weíre just 
gonna focus on this side over here, like the supply side, and we ignore the 
other potentially good policies which might not get considered.

So thatís the incremental model, then.  So think of where weíve come from 
here.  Weíve got the rational scientific model.  Weíve got that lens to look 
at.  Weíve got the incremental model.  Letís look at environmental policy just 
quickly, just to show you an example of that.  We talked about how in terms of 
environmental policy.  We wanted to make sure that we create policies that are 
designed that reflect the best scientific analysis.  Thatís rational model.  
But what actually gets passed in terms of laws and gets implemented very much 



might not be a radical departure from what we currently have on the books.  
You see the difference there?  A different way of looking at policy.

[Inaudible student response]
Good point.  Thatís a very good point.  Does the rational model basically 

require that you go back to reinvent the wheel and go back to the drawing 
board and look at all possible solutions?  And the answer in the essence, yes.  
In practicality, no.  But in essence, yeah.  We should say there are all these 
possible solutions out there.  Weíre gonna go and investigate all of them.

[Inaudible student response]
Thatís right.  We say this is feasible.  Itís not realistic for us to go 

back to the drawing board and to reinvent the wheel.  This is what weíre doing 
currently.  Letís make some modifications to what weíre currently doing and 
thatís gonna be our best policy.  Thatís a good question.  Depending on the 
level of knowledge on the part of government, which model would they use.  
Actually, I would say, if anything, the opposite.  Because if you know very, 
very little about what works, the best thing you should do is proceed 
incrementally.  

Thatís the problem with the rational model.  It presumes you have complete 
knowledge, you see, and you donít.  And thatís again a limitation of it.  Does 
it mean that we donít apply the rational model in terms of policymaking?  Yes, 
we do.  But again, see how you can take a model of reality, a depiction of 
reality, and you can look at it from different lenses and describe the whole 
process of policymaking in different kinds of ways.  So elements of rational 
model applies in terms of environmental policy.  We can look at the rational 
model at work ó again, and itís limited ó and we can look at the incremental 
model at work, too.

According to the rational model if we were to actually apply that, weíre 
gonna spend all this money looking at all this information in all these 
different areas and weíre gonna come up with a preliminary estimate as to 
which direction we should proceed into in order to provide the most bang for 
the buck.  For every dollar we expand, for example, on cleaning up this, it 
provides this many dollars back or return to us in terms of a healthier 
environment and healthier people.  Itís almost as if we have that knowledge 
beforehand, even though we donít.  Thereís a lot of uncertainty.  But thatís 
what it almost assumes, that we actually engage in that kind of exercise and 
find out these answers way ahead of time.  We try to provide preliminary 
estimates and say, ìOkay.  This is what weíre gonna focus on.  And, by the 
way, weíre going to ignore political considerations.î

Let me give you a quick example of this, too.  If we find, for example, 
that the best bang for the buck to saving lives in our society is by 
encouraging people to wear seatbelts.  So all the money weíre spending on 
cancer research, all the money that weíre spending on other kinds of things, 
weíre just gonna forget about it and put all the money in terms of public 
education.  Weíre just gonna have one big massive public education campaign to 
make sure that everybodyís buckled up because that provides the best bang for 
the buck.

Now, the scientific analysis may actually show that so therefore thatís 
what we should do.  But that really ignores the whole politics of the process.  
Do you think people who are concerned about AIDS research, you know, or 
womenís health issues are gonna simply say ó or cancer, ìYou can just go ahead 
and forget about funding ó continuing funding for the ó you know, to fund 
research in these areas.  Take all that money instead and put it into seatbelt 
campaigns.î



[Inaudible student response]
Iím saying the rational model would say this is what you should do.  That 
ignores the politics of the process.

This model, incremental model, goes hand in hand with the pluralist model.  
The incremental model in a lot of ways describes the steps or the sequences by 
which policy is made.  You know, weíre gonna move one small step at a time.  
The pluralist model doesnít describe the sequence of actions as much as the 
players involved in the process.  Go back to the pluralist model the book 
talks about in almost every chapter, the pluralist versus the majoritarian 
models of government.  It fits quite well here, too.  Basically, policy is an 
outcome of bargaining among competing interest groups.

See, the thing is, people have different views about whatís important and 
how we should solve the problems, right?  And because goals are ambiguous and 
because our priorities differ, what we have to do is come together and bargain 
about problems and build a coalition around which problems we should be 
solving.  So the public policies that we have basically reflect bargains and 
compromises made.  There might be many groups out there who will play a role 
in this process.  And then as I had mentioned before, the policies that end up 
getting made will reflect the input of all these players coming together.  And 
so the solutions that we adopt may not be the best, but itís the one thatís 
acceptable to all parties concerned.

Let me again give you an example of environmental policy.  The Clean Air 
Act of 1990, for example, reflects a lot of compromises.  What we ended up 
doing ó what some people wanted to do was completely put a real ó I mean, 
really clean up auto emissions.  But we also recognized that if you clean up 
auto emissions, youíre gonna really hurt American competitiveness and jobs in 
Detroit as the example we talked about on Monday.

Acid rain is another example.  We talked about how acid rain was generated 
by plants in the Midwest.  They use a certain type of coal for electricity and 
itís high sulfur coal.  And basically as that coal is used, it emits sulfur to 
the air.  That turns into acid rain.  So then the question becomes how many 
tons of sulfur should we allow to be emitted into the air each year and how 
much should be cut back?  Thatís a very complex technical question but itís 
also a very political question, too.  It goes to this model here, the 
pluralist model.  Because thereís gonna be winners and losers, depending upon 
the outcome of that decision.  If you cut back on the amount of pollution 
allowed, you end up wiping out coal mining jobs in West Virginia.  If you 
donít cut back enough, you continue to harm the environment.  So youíre not 
gonna come up in this case with an optimal solution, but a solution to all 
parties concerned.  The environmentalists, the coal miners that are concerned 
about losing their jobs.  Itís gonna reflect a compromise among many different 
people.

So the Clean Air Act didnít reduce acid rain as much as we wouldíve liked 
because it wouldíve been a huge loss of jobs in West Virginia.  This is a 
reflection of the pluralist model at work.  The policy that we enacted was one 
that reflected a lot of bargaining and compromise among various groups.

The last thing Iíll say about the pluralist model is this.  Do you 
remember when we talked about pluralism how in the effort to accommodate all 
these different demands how it could also mean that we could have 
schizophrenic policies on the books?  I used the example of tobacco way back 
when.  On the one hand, how does our government ó whatís the governmentís 
policy toward tobacco?  Do we discourage it or encourage it?  Do you remember?  
Both.  Exactly.  We discourage it by Surgeon General warnings and stuff like 



that, by putting high taxes on cigarettes as well to discourage consumption 
particularly among younger people.

But then at the same time weíre also encouraging it.  How do we encourage 
tobacco consumption?  By giving, what, subsidies to tobacco growers.  By 
providing corporate tax breaks to companies like Phillip Morris to export 
their products overseas, all in the name of trade promotion enhancing exports.  
Weíre gonna provide tax breaks to them to promote their products overseas.  So 
you might say in a lot of ways our policy about tobacco is somewhat 
schizophrenic.  Yes, it is, in a way, but in a way it isnít.  In a lot of ways 
itís simply a reflection of trying to accommodate the needs of various ó or 
preferences of various groups in our society who have a stake in that policy.  
And thatís the pluralist model.

So the incremental model shows you the sequence by which policies are 
made, the small trial and error, small step at a time, whereas the pluralist 
model talks more about the actors involved.  And again, if you look at the 
incremental nature of our budget ó our budgeting process, it reflects both the 
incremental and pluralist model at work here.  In terms of the programs that 
we decide to fund and how much we decide to fund from year to year.

The last one here is very, very easy.  The elitist model.  This one is 
called somewhat conspiratorial ó you know, itís sort of a conspiracy kind of 
model.  This is the idea that policy is simply made by elites in our society.  
There is evidence for this.  Our current health policies, for example.  We 
could radically change our health policy if we wanted to.  Some people say our 
health policies are structured to accommodate elites in our society.  When I 
say elites, those who are politically and economically well connected.

So, for example, on the news last night a very, very interesting story.  I 
donít know if you guys heard this or not, but they talked about how the price 
of prescription drugs particularly designed or targeted for seniors have just 
shot up in terms of price over the last year.  While the rate of inflation was 
like 2 or 3 percent, I believe, the average price of prescription drugs went 
up like 12 percent.  And theyíre saying why did it do that.  And yet generic 
drugs ó generic drugs for the same kinds of things only went up .5 percent 
last year.  Aha.  Evidence of a conspiracy at work.  The pharmaceutical 
industry has the government in its back pocket.   Through interest groups, 
political action committees, through influence peddling, the government 
decision makers make decisions in a way that are designed to accommodate these 
interests.

Think of the iron triangle, okay, in terms of our defense policy.  Again, 
the book gives a pretty good discussion of both the iron triangle and issue 
networks, and make sure you understand the differences between those two.  But 
right now look at the iron triangle.  To the extent that the iron triangle 
operates in certain policy arenas, it suggests that weíre spending a lot more 
on defense than we need to be because of the dynamics and the interaction that 
takes place among the actors in the iron triangle, right?  So again, the idea 
of the iron triangle, the idea of special interests playing a role to make 
sure that government policies suit their interests.  And they hire these high-
paid lobbyists to go out and knock on the doors in the halls of Congress and 
lobby legislators and persuade them to vote according to their position is 
evidence for this elitist model.  If you really want to see how policies are 
made, look at it in terms of this elitist kind of model.  Thatís again another 
lens that you can look at.

So anyway, those are four basic lenses that you can look at to see how 
policies are made.  There is not really, I think, a superior way.  Thereís 



some benefit of picking any policy and looking at it from each of the 
different frames.  I think, personally, if I were to say, you know, which ones 
do I believe would be the most relevant in terms of describing reality, I 
would probably give it number two and number three, the incremental model and 
the pluralist model, which kind of work hand in hand as probably the best 
description of how policies are made.  But again, the rational model certainly 
can play a major role as well as the elitist model, too.

Last thing Iíll say about the elitist model, another example I was gonna 
share with you, the influence of the American Medical Association.  Some 
people say itís the strong influence of the American Medical Association that 
explains our current state of health policy and the way we have it structured.  
So again, there are different views on that, but again, another depiction of 
the elitist model at work.

All right.  Iím gonna move on and talk a little bit about some important 
policy arenas.  Now, I donít know if weíre gonna have time to talk about, you 
know, all the different kinds of policies, but let me at least start out and 
talk to you about economic policy and economic policymaking.  Because itís 
always been a very important role for the government to help guide our economy 
and thereís always been this view about to what extent should the government 
play an active role in managing the economy or not.  But really, all the way 
back to the time of Alexander Hamilton who argued for the creation of a 
national bank.  You know, you see the government involved in economic affairs.  
But anyway, today weíre looking at the policies that are undertaken by the 
federal government.  There are two broad categories.  Thereís whatís called 
monetary policy and fiscal policy, and weíre gonna talk about some of those.

Let me give you sort of an introduction to think about in these terms.  
When you think about ó if youíre a member of government and youíre responsible 
for helping to guide the economy, picture yourself as an airline pilot and 
your job ó youíve got this huge, you know, 797 Boeing jet.  Youíre responsible 
ó the thing that youíre driving, this jet, is the U.S. economy.  Your goal is 
to basically do a steady takeoff and a steady growth.  You donít want to go up 
too quickly and you certainly donít want to descend too quickly, but steady 
growth is your goal.

Now, the problem here is that while youíre driving this jet, thatís your 
goal.  Steady growth is a good thing.  But while youíre doing this, while 
youíre piloting this airplane, you have a problem.  Youíve got sluggish 
controls.  Your controls are not as refined as youíd like.  Theyíre sluggish.  
And sometimes -- they work better at some times and not at other times.  
Youíre not really quite sure.  But with the wind turbulence and the air speed, 
and so forth, itís hard to get a handle as to why does this work now and not 
work later.  Itís almost like youíre an amateur driving this plane because of 
these sluggish controls.

I say that because we want to talk about it in terms of how does the 
government try to keep our economy on an even upward keel.  One of the ways 
they do this is this thing called monetary policy.  Now, monetary policy 
involves control over the money supply.  What that basically means is how much 
money do we have circulating in our economy at one time.  When we talk about 
fiscal policy, itís a little different issue about taxing and spending.  But 
let me just talk about monetary policy for now.

The monetary ó the control of the money supply is important because it 
affects all sorts of things, like interest rates.  So let me just talk to you 
a little bit about this and then weíll talk about how it works.  But if we 
have a tight supply of money ó in other words, if there are not as many 



dollars circulating in our system, then we have whatís called a tight supply.  
If the Fed moves to tighten the supply of money, basically what tends to 
happen is that interest rates will go up.  The higher the supply, the higher 
the interest rates.  But it also helps to curb inflation and that can be a 
good thing.

And so by contrast, a loose supply ó letís say, for example, that weíre 
gonna allow more money to circulate in our economy.  That will tend to lower 
and reduce rates.  But, at the same time, you have to be careful because it 
can actually increase inflation.  Now, we have as part of this ó and this is 
like one of the controls here ó we have the Federal Reserve System playing a 
role.   This is comprised of a board of governors of seven members and twelve 
regional banks.  Youíve probably heard of somebody called Alan Greenspan whoís 
the chair of the Fed.

If you look on your money, you will see, for example, a letter like A, B, 
C, D, E, F.  It corresponds to where that money was printed.  And where that 
money was printed corresponds to one of these 12 regional banks.  I would pull 
out some money right now and show you, but Iím actually broke today.  But if 
you look on your dollar bill, for example, youíll see that it corresponds to 
one of these regional banks.  Itís governed by ó again, this Federal Reserve 
Board is comprised of seven governors.  These seven governors have a 14-year 
term.  Theyíre appointed by the President, confirmed by the Senate, but their 
full term is 14 years.  So they actually span administrations, donít they?  
They span the lives of other presidents in some respects.  The purpose of that 
is because we came to realize that given the importance of their role in 
managing the economy, we wanted to have some relative independence from the 
President.  They donít just serve at the pleasure of George Bush.

George Bush, for example, cannot go in and fire all these members of the 
Federal Reserve Board at all.  They have 14-year terms.  And these terms, by 
the way, are staggered so every two years another person comes on and one goes 
off.  Theyíre staggered over time to provide a relative degree of insularity 
from the President from the political process.  Because, boy, wouldnít it be 
tempting if you were President, if you could tell the Federal Reserve Board, 
ìHey, increase the supply of money in the economy.  We need to do that.  Or 
decrease the supply of money in the economy so that the economy will help my 
administration.î  They wanted to kind of pull it away from those kinds of 
things and they wanted to basically say, ìNo, no, no.  Weíre gonna let them be 
in charge of the economy but weíre gonna let them do it on a somewhat 
independent basis.î

Now, hereís what they have.  I put this down here, the discount rate and 
the monetary supply, but let me explain.  These are basically the two 
controls.  The one up above, the ability to increase or decrease the amount of 
money in circulation as well as a discount rate.  They will meet about every 
quarter, I think.  They will decide what should be ó they should set the prime 
rate or the prime lending rate.  What that is, thatís the rate at which the 
federal government lends money to banks.  Now, very simply, if the discount 
rate goes up, if they increase the prime lending rate, what does that do to 
your credit card rates?  They go up.  What does that do to your student loans?  
They go up.  What does it do eventually to mortgages and other kinds of 
lending instruments?  They will also tend to follow those same kinds of trends 
as well.  So it can have a very important impact on interest rates.

So the idea that I want to suggest to you here is that by having these two 
general kinds of controls, the ability to set the discount rate, as well as 
how much money should be circulated at any one time in the system, that can 



have a major impact on your rates.  Now, letís see how this plane is gonna 
operate here.  Letís just watch this in operation here.  Letís say, for 
example, that now youíre in the pilotís seat and youíre now watching this 
plane take off.  All of a sudden you find the economy is heating up too 
quickly.  What do you do?  The economy is heating up too quickly and inflation 
is beginning to go into control as well.  So what might you want to do?  If 
itís going up too quickly, you might want to engage in a tighter supply to 
reduce the tendency to inflate, right?  And also raise the interest rates.  
The discount rate -- youíll probably want to raise the discount rate.  The 
economy is just taking off and thatís good, in a sense.  But if itís taking 
off too quickly, thatís gonna lead to inflation.  Thatís gonna wipe out long-
term savings.  We donít want that to happen.  We want to kind of cut back a 
little here and thatís the idea behind this.  Thatís how you use it as 
controls.

Letís say that the economy is in a tailspin and itís going downward.  
Whatíre you gonna do to the money supply?  What will you do instead this time?  
Youíre gonna loosen the money supply.  You want to stimulate more spending and 
borrowing, right?  Whatíre you gonna do to the discount rate?  Youíre gonna 
lower the discount rate, right?  Lower rates?  More people are gonna say, 
ìHey, Iím gonna buy a house.  I couldnít pay for this house at this current 
rate, but now ó or it might be that I can only buy this much house at this 
rate.  You bring the rate down a lot and I can buy this house for the same 
payment.  And if Iím gonna buy a new house, Iíve gotta buy all these other 
kinds of things like refrigerators and entertainment systems, those kinds of 
things as well.î  It has these other kinds of effects on the economy as well.  
But thatís kind of what the ó in terms of how the fed manages monetary policy.  
Through the control over the money supply as well as through the discount 
rate.

Now, the other thing I was gonna say besides that is this idea of fiscal 
policy.  Fiscal policy is simply ó this is not so much the role of the fed.  
This is actually more of the role of the Congress and the President.  How much 
money should the government spend and how much should the government tax?  
Goes back in history ó if youíve had some history courses, there was a very 
influential economist by the name of John Maynard Keynes, K-e-y-n-e-s.  Itís 
called Keynesian economics but his name is Keynes, John Maynard Keynes.  He 
was a British economist whose thinking had an influence on Franklin Delano 
Rooseveltís policies.  And the argument was and some people say that this was 
a good example of how we ended up actually getting out of the Depression.  
Some people say the way we got out of the Depression was World War II.  How 
did World War II get us out of the Depression?  Right.  How did it stimulate 
the economy?

[Inaudible student response]
Rosie the riveter, yeah.  We gotta hire people to work on these jobs, to 

create these planes, retool these manufacturing operations to make weapons 
now.  Weíve gotta get the economy going and thatís exactly what happened.  
Now, the idea behind this is if the economy is sluggish, what should 
government do?  Increase spending.  Increase spending by increasing government 
programs.  Increase the size of the budget.  And the opposite ó if the economy 
is heating up too quickly, letís decrease spending.

Now, I bring in taxes as well because hereís the idea as well.  Itís very 
easy to ó well, yes and no.  Let me just put it this way.  When the government 
raises taxes, in a lot of ways that can be both good and bad for the economy.  
It can be good in that it pays for some services but itís bad in that it takes 



it out of your pocket.  Tax breaks can be good because that means government 
is reducing taxes and giving you more money to spend.  But unfortunately, it 
also may mean that it doesnít have the money to spend on its own programs 
unless it chooses to engage in deficit financing which government historically 
does.  And we donít have a whole lot of time to talk about deficits and debts 
and all that, but every time our budget ó we end up spending more than we take 
in, that means we increase our ó we have a high deficit.  And over time, 
deficits contribute to our long-term debt and that can be a bad thing.  But in 
the short-term, at least, it helps to stimulate the economy.  So fiscal policy 
essentially involves this idea, then, about how much government spends and how 
much it taxes.  And if the economy is sluggish, the idea is you want to 
increase government spending and do the opposite if the economy is heating up 
too quickly.

Now, besides fiscal policy and monetary policy, thereís also a distinction 
between some other kinds of policies I want to talk about as well, economic 
development policies here.  One is known as tariff versus free trade policy.  
This is basically something that government is confronted with in terms of 
what it should do.  Hereís the idea behind this.  Should government be 
involved in putting tariffs on certain types of items?  You put a tariff on 
certain items, what does that do to the price of the item?  It increases the 
price.  Why would government put a tariff on an item coming in from another 
country?  To get taxes bus --

[Inaudible student response]
Thatís right.  To also increase our own competitiveness, right?  To allow 

American goods to actually be as competitive as goods coming in.  I grew up in 
South Carolina and that was a big textile ó known very much for its textiles 
for so many years.  But the textile industry in South Carolina has been dying 
for the past 30, 40 years.  No question.  Thereís always been some calls by 
some politicians to say, ìWe need to put quotas on the importation of textiles 
coming in from other countries like China because itís killing our industry.  
Letís save American jobs.î  But in the process of saving American jobs if they 
did, what would that mean to the price of clothes here?  Theyíd really be much 
higher than otherwise would be the case.

Thereís a very interesting story about Harley-Davidson.  Harley-Davidson 
for the longest time used to be the leader in terms of the reputation it had 
about the best motorcycles in the world.  But what happened in the ë60s and 
ë70s is that technological changes occurred and Harley-Davidson did not keep 
up.  But other countries such as Japan began to retool their manufacturing 
operations and make bikes like Hondas, the Gold Wings and Kawasakiís and so 
forth, that began to compete with the Harleys.  And you could get a very, very 
nice Honda Gold Wing at a cheaper price than the Harley and it wouldnít break 
down like the Harleys were doing.  So Harley-Davidson basically said, ìWe need 
some help here.î  And what the federal government said was this: ìWeíre going 
to basically temporarily put some quotas on the tariffs and quotasî ó tariffs 
are the prices of the goods coming in, quotas limit the number coming in -- 
ìweíre gonna put tariffs and quotas on the importation of Japanese 
motorcycles, allow Harley-Davidson to retool their operations and become more 
competitive.î  And a few years later they said, ìUncle Sam, lower those 
tariffs.  Weíre ready to compete.î  And thatís what they did.  And so, in a 
lot of ways, that was actually a success story for Harley-Davidson but also 
for a way you can use this in a positive way to actually preserve industries.  
The question is how much should you do because there are always some 
tradeoffs.



Another thing I wanted to tell you real quickly ó talk to you about is 
this idea of tax incentives.  Basically, this is the idea of giving tax breaks 
to promote economic development.  A very good example of this is the Mercedes.  
Does anybody drive one of those Mercedes SUVs?  I know you do, right?  You 
have a Mercedes SUV?  We all do, right?  Because theyíre so cheap these days, 
right?  But you know the ones that Iím talking about.  And I shouldnít say 
this on TV, but I think ó at least the first ones that came out were awfully 
ugly.  

But let me tell you, those Mercedes were not made over in Germany.  You 
know where they were made ó they are made now?  In Alabama.  Alabama decided 
to try to woo ó Mercedes was looking for a place to put in North America a new 
facility to create these SUVs.  Now the SUVs are looking better.  When they 
first came out, they were just really boxy, very, very ugly.  Ugly black boxy 
Mercedes SUVs.  Anyway, what happened was this small city in Alabama basically 
made a deal with Mercedes-Benz saying, ìIf you come hereî ó the city 
government says, ìIf you come here and set up operations, weíre gonna give you 
tax breaks.  Weíre gonna provide roads and infrastructure for you to have your 
facility because we know this is gonna mean lots and lots of jobs for us.î  

Somebody said that the equivalent of tax breaks ó they give ëem like a 30-
year tax-free, no corporate taxes for like 30 years.  They said something like 
the equivalent of every job that was created cost somebody ó cost the 
government over 30 years $300,000.  And you had these different jurisdictions 
that might compete against each other for that, so that could sometimes 
happen.  But thatís the idea behind tax incentives.

Let me talk about two other quick things real quickly here and then weíll 
be done here.  There is also this idea called industrial policies.  This to 
some degree goes hand in hand with tariff and free trade.  This is when 
government chooses to actually subsidize or support a given industry.  The 
argument behind this is ó think about this.  What should we provide ó you 
know, if weíre gonna help subsidize and provide research and development and 
tax credits for, what industry should the U.S. government focus on to make us 
even more competitive?  You should take those things where you already have 
whatís called a competitive advantage.  So where is the U.S. really 
competitive, in terms of what do we make thatís really competitive?  Anybody 
know?  Technology.  Aerospace.  Forget subsidizing the textile manufacturers.  
Forget subsidizing the people who make Smith-Corona typewriters.  Theyíre 
dead.  You might as well let ëem go ahead and make their stuff down in Mexico 
or somewhere else.  Instead, focus your investments on enhancing and 
strengthening the industries where we already have a competitive advantage 
such as, again, high-tech, aerospace, computers.  Thatís what we should be 
subsidizing and putting our money in.

And the last thing here that Iíve alluded to a little earlier is this idea 
of supply side policies.  Supply side economics basically says if you really 
want to stimulate the economy, you cut taxes.  If people are paying less 
taxes, be they corporate taxes or personal taxes, whatíre they gonna do with 
that money?  Theyíre gonna spend it, right?  And thatís good for the economy.  
If I own a business and I pay fewer taxes now, what am I gonna do with those 
fewer taxes?  Iím gonna reinvest it in my business, arenít I?  According to 
the idea here is I reinvest it in my business.  Iím gonna grow my business, 
Iím gonna hire more people.  And so those are considered supply side policies.

The point I want to share with you with all this stuff ó and I appreciate 
your indulgence here ó is that government has to make decisions in each of 
these areas in terms of deciding what theyíre gonna have tariffs on or not 



have ëem on, where are they gonna provide tax incentives, what industries are 
they gonna decide to subsidize, and where are they gonna cut taxes in order to 
stimulate investment and deregulate industry? 

We didnít get around to regulatory policies but itís important to 
understand ó you can read this in the book ó about benefits and disadvantages 
of government regulation.  In terms of social welfare policy thereís a small 
little portion at the end of chapter 14 about social welfare policy.  Be sure 
you understand and know some of the basic terms in that and then weíll be 
done.


